In this paper, we compare the search effort of the word conditioned and the time conditioned tree search methods. Both methods are based on a time-synchronous, left-to-right beam search using a treeorganized lexicon. Whereas the word conditioned method is well known and widely used, the time conditioned method is novel in the context of 20000-word vocabulary recognition. We extend both methods to handle trigram language models in a one-pass strategy. Both methods were tested on a train schedule inquiry task (1 850 words, telephone speech) and on the North American Business (Nov.'94) development corpus (20 000 words).
INTRODUCTION
The paper describes two variants of the time-synchronous beamsearch algorithm using a tree-organized pronunciation lexicon [6] . Both methods are based on a one-pass concept and utilize a (prefix) tree organization of the pronunciation lexicon 131. The difference between the two search methods is the organization of the search space. In the word conditioned method, we structure the search space by using word conditioned copies of the pronunciation tree, i.e. for each word history required by the language model (LM), there is a separate copy of the lexical tree. In the time conditioned method, there is a separate copy of the lexical tree for each potential starting time. To analyze both search methods, experimental tests were carried out.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we review the word conditioned search along with an extension for handling trigram language models. In Section 3, we present the time conditioned search. In particular, we focus on the incorporation of bigram and mgram language models in the time conditioned method and an efficient implementation of the language model recombinations. In the last section, we present recognition experiments performed on a 1850-word telephone-based train schedule inquiry task and on the North American Business ( N o v . '~~) development set (a speaker-independent 20 000-word task).
. WORD CONDITIONED SEARCH
In this section, we review the word conditioned search [3] and describe an extension for handling trigram language models. The search algorithm is based on the time-synchronous beam-search strategy using a tree-organized pronunciation lexicon. When using m-gram language models, such as bigram (m = 2) or trigram (m = 3) language models, we face the problem that during the search the word identity is only known when a leaf of the lexical tree is reached. To solve this problem, we have to keep a separate copy of the lexical tree for each of the (m -1) predecessor words.
For a bigram language model [3], a separate copy of the lexical tree is needed for each predecessor word U. When going from a bigram to a trigram language model, we have to take into account that, for a trigram language model, the probabilities are conditioned on the previous two predecessor words (U, U) rather than one predecessor word v in the bigram case [6, 71. Therefore, we have to make the copies dependent on the fwo predecessor words. To formulate the dynamic programming approach, we introduce the auxiliary guantity Q,,(t, s) and the backpointers B,,(t, s). These quantities must be made dependent on the two predecessor words ( q v ) to account for the delayed application of the trigram language model: QUu(t7 s) := score of the best path up to time t that ends in state s of the lexical tree for the two-word history (U, U). The dynamic programming recursion within the tree copies remains the same as for the bigram case. So we have the usual dynamic programming recursion for the word interior: 
B,, (t,
where we have introduced the fictitious state s = 0 for initialization.
For a trigram language model, we have to keep track of the twoword history rather than one-word history in the bigram case. Thus, the tree copies must be determined uniquely according to their twoword history. This can be efficiently achieved by using a hash table. The hash index of this table can be interpreted as the word pair index of the two-word history ( v , w ) . To get a unique word pair index, a bijective function is used f ( v , w ) , e.g. f ( v , w ) = W .
v + w where W is the vocabulary size. To allow for intraphrase silence, we use the same concept as for the bigram language model [31, which requires a separate copy of the silence model for each predecessor word. In particular, each intraphrase silence hypothesis is associated with its immediate non-silence predecessor wordpair.
TIME CONDITIONED SEARCH
Another natural way is to structure the search space by using time conditioned tree copies. Unlike the word conditioned method, the search hypotheses are organized according to the starting times of the word hypotheses. To take the language model into account, an additional effort is required for the recombination of word sequence hypotheses at potential word boundaries. The concept of time conditioned copies has already been used in other contexts, namely connected digit recognition [IO] and word lattice generation [8] . We will describe the method first for a bigram language model and then for a trigram language model. Note that in the time conditioned search method the hypotheses Q?(t, s) are organized according to starting times T and are started by using the best predecessor word. Therefore, backpointers [SI as employed in the word conditioned search method are not needed. However, the language model recombination across word boundaries is more complicated. For an efficient organization of the language model recombination, it is useful to introduce an additional auxiliary quantity:
To select the best predecessor word for each pair (w; t ) , i.e. word w with ending time t, two optimization steps have to be performed. The first step is to maximize over all possible starting times T of word w. This optimization results in a list of predecessor words v of word W . In the equation above, a normalization is necessary since each tree hypothesis is started with the best predecessor word. Second, we have to maximize the hypothesis score over the predecessor words v for each w:
The best of the scores H(w; t ) is used to start up the new tree for time (t + 1).
Extension to Trigram Language Models
To extend the time conditioned search algorithm from a bigram LM to a trigramLM, we have to distinguish the word sequence hypotheses according to their last fwo words. Therefore, we replace the quantity H(v; T) by H ( u , U ; r ) :
Bigram Language Models
To describe the time conditioned search algorithm, we define the following quantities as introduced in [6]:
H(u, U ; r ) = probability that the acoustic vectors 21 ... zr are generated by a wordstate sequence with uu as the last two words and r as the word boundary.
The definition of QT(t, s), i.e. the state hypotheses within a tree, remains unchanged. To start up a new tree, we initialize the quantity by using the best wordpair: h(w; r , t ) = probability that word w produces the acoustic vectors zT+l ... xt. H(v;r) = probability that the acoustic vectors zl.--zs are generated by a wodstate sequence with U as the last word and r as the word boundary. The term p(w1uv) denotes the trigram probability for the word triple ( U , U , w ) .
The algorithm using a trigram language model can be described as follows. At the acoustic level, the algorithm is similar to the one in the bigram case. However, due to the recombination at the word level, additional computation steps are needed. In a first step we determine for each word w with ending time t all possible start times T. This information is collected in a list. Then we can calculate for each fixed word w the best valuation for each word triple ( U , U , w )
denoting by the term &(U, v , w ; t). The corresponding starting time 7 of w and the two-word history ( U , v ) are stored in temporary lists. In a second step, the recombination by applying the conditional trigram probabilities p(w1uv) can be carried out. Finally, we cash the tree start-up scores h ( u , U , w ; T ) associated with the best word trigram for normalization. This allows us to determine efficiently the best two-word history of a word w by hashing. As in the word conditioned search, special care must be taken for intraphrase silence, because it has to be treated differently for acoustic search and for LM recombinations.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To analyze the search effort, recognition experiments were carried out on a German train schedule inquiry corpus [l] and on the ARPA North American Business (NAB'94) H1 development corpus [4] . In the word conditioned search, we used the three pruning techniques, namely acoustic pruning, language model pruning and histogram pruning as described in 191. The acoustic pruning is refined by a unigram language model look-ahead [l 13. In the time conditioned search, the language model pruning is modified so that only the most likely word end hypotheses are retained in the word lists.
Thin Schedule Inquiry Corpus
First, the two methods were compared in the context of the Philips automatic telephone-based train timetable information system [ 11.
Its speaker-independent recognizer uses 3502 strongly tied contextdependent phonemes that share 703 emission probability distributions. They have been trained on 33081 spontaneous utterances recorded over the telephone network during a field test, comprising a total of 12.1 hours of speech. The test corpus contains 7078 spoken words (2278 utterances) with PPbi = 15.2, the lexicon size is 1850. The out-of-vocabulary word rate is 2.7 % (191 words).
Second, the two methods were compared on the North American Business (Nov.'94) H1 development data. In this task 4688 context dependent phoneme models were used sharing 4.623 emission probability distributions [2] . The training of the emission probability distributions was performed on WSJO and WSJ 1 training data.
For this experiment we used about 290000 mixture densities for each gender. The test set contained 310 sentences with 7387 spoken words. In the experiments, a 20 000-word vocabulary and the standard language model with a test set perplexity of PPbi = 205. 4 and PPt,, = 135.5 for the bigram and for the trigram case, respectively. 2.7% (1% words) of the spoken words were out-ofvocabulary words. Tables 1 and 2 In the bigram case, it can be seen that there is nearly no significant difference in the size of search space for the NAB'94 task (Tab. 2).
Comparison: Word Conditioned vs. Time

Conditioned Search
For high word error rates (i.e. 12.8 % to 14.8 %) in the case of the train schedule inquiry task, the word conditioned method requires 2 -3 times less states than the time conditioned method (Tab. 1).
For this task, the small vocabulary size (1850 words) and the low perplexity (PPbz = 15.2) result in a significantly smaller number of word Conditioned tree copies in comparison with the NAB'94 task.
When using a trigram language model, a small advantage in favour of the time conditioned method can be observed. In particular, for the same number of active states, the average number of active trees per time frame is typically much lower than in the word conditioned method. The reason for this is that a tree is started for every time frame at which at least one word end hypothesis is produced, which holds for nearly every time frame. This effect is fairly independent of perplexity and vocabulary size. In both tasks, unknown word boundary has to be carried out. In contrast, in the word conditioned method, the optimization over the word boundaries is already taken into account when starting up the trees. T j p i d l y in the time conditioned search, the effort for the language model recombination is higher by a factor of approximately 10 for both bigram and trigram language models. All in all, the experiments indicate that both search methods are suitable for large vocabulary recognition and are comparable in terms of efficiency.
